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world had succeeded unprecedented economic growth in so

called advanced nations.Then many had been grown up in rather rich home and now some
of them may be dominant in global elite positions.Note they are fundamentally too
conservative due to decisive belief on success of modern capitalism regime ruling.They are
also people who had not experienced big failure or big revolutional events.They had
been people in peace and prosperity(Exception may be those who had joined war in abroad
nations).However recent emerging climate change crisis was to demand decisive change
in the peace and prosperous regime after the war.Because the effective countermeasure
Is revolutional as more than 80%CO2 cut with outrageous scale operation of Arctic Cooling
geo-Engineering.Now conservative elites of the regime will not admit the fatal fact,but has
been endeavoring to hide those unfavorable facts.Then note climate change and new
energy engineering etc are highly expertized knowledges which has been ruled also by
science societies international.Some of extremely important facts(hated by the elites)
has been not disclosed to global public.Following are those samples.

：General Science(LOGIC).
Proof on God
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Maybe,none had imagined the solution in such way ??!. .Scientists become Gold believers,
if not,they are not .... Jewish people were righteous,while the persecutors were wrong.
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

Overwhelming Judgment of SCIENCE
http://www.777true.net/Overwhelming-Judgment-of-SCIENCE.pdf
World Wide KO Battle Show1) of the Supreme HeavyClass Championship Decision.
http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf

Logic the simplest,but supreme way for recognition(V2)
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
Those who do not care for the logic should not be placed responsible positon.The logic is
that a contradiction(lie,error,failure)is to cause system disruption at last.

：Climatology.
Substantial conclusion for global climate countermeasure had already been determined.
Decisive motive for all people to recognize imminent crisis toward the countermeasure
is climate fatal realities,which,therefore,must be disclosed to all over global people.

The fatal failure of IPCC climatology_Why is IPCC impossible
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf

IPCC the injustice
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

Accounting principle verify reconstruction the Past Climate Records
http://www.777true.netAccounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

Definition on Radiative Forcing.
http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf

Information Loss Process in NS Equation＝Cause of The Chaos.
http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf
Cold Sea Water Upwelling(singular spot at warming offshore).
Strong Draught the non humidity conserving mechanism_2

The current situation of science society have not accomplished their decisive responsibility.
At first,they correct own errors and establish complete reliability and attack the powers
unrighteous.
Following are so to say an electro-seismology which is effective earthquake prediction.

最前線地震科学の紹介.
http://www.777true.net/Downloads/seismology-the-frontline.pdf

Earthquake Prediction by Phenomena of Seismic Electromagnetism(1/2).
http://www.777true.net/Earthquake-Prediction-by-Phenomena-of-Seismic-Electromagnetism1_2.pdf

HAARP the Earthquake Weapon Mechanism
http://www.777true.net/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf
Charge density wave is not explosive,but could destruct chemical bonding at epicentral.
Earthquake weapon attacking is challenging against unfavorable global democrat
movements against imperial USA in the world.This serious,but decisive fact must debated in
UN security council and general council.Then testimony on Earthquake Weapon
Mechanism is inevitable,which is responsible for international science society.

：Economics.
You could fined genuine scientifical method the comprehensible and pragmatical.

Quick Guide to Economy Network Dynamics.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
This is with nothing ideology,but with observable reality in account books.

TOTAL DEBT＝TOTAL MONETARY ASSET
http://www.777true.netZero-Sum-Theorem.pdf

経済回路網論入門（1998 年改定版）
Economics is not science,but pseudo one.This is frequently told here and there.
Above all,economics concerns with wealth distribution for people.
In fact,most of wealth has been belonging to minor riches(the exploiters) who has
substantially been ruling this world.The power may have been interfering academical
society(Nobel Prize by imperial nobility hereditary with the Bilderberg group).
Once author-himself was concerned with physics and wrote and contribute thesis to
academical societies international.And then he had noticed interferences to publishers by
business and nobility society at that time.

：New Energy Technology.

Part Ⅵ_non-Carbon Energy Engineering.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
This is geneal introductory for new energy engineering,which has been intercepting by oil
and gas industry the global ruler<the Grim Reaper>.

Water Electrolysis by Charge Density Wave could Create Energy.
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

Real Image of quantum Chemical Reaction.
http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf

Brown Gas the mechanism of the obscurity_V2.
http://www.777true.net/Brown-Gas-the-mechanism-of-the-obsucurity.pdf

General Analysis on Room Temperature Nuclear Fusion from the
Statistical Hybrid Hamiltonian Theory.
http://www.777true.net/img0010-General-Analysis-on-Room-Temperature-Nuclear-Fusion.pdf

Conservative science society would not evade accusing against them.

：Applied Physics.
Following are related with energy engineering.

B WAVE GENETATOR(the principle for design technology)―
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf

Water Electrolysis by Charge Density Wave could Create Energy.
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

Real Image of quantum Chemical Reaction.
http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf

Brown Gas the mechanism of the obscurity_V2.
http://www.777true.net/Brown-Gas-the-mechanism-of-the-obsucurity.pdf

General Analysis on Room Temperature Nuclear Fusion from the
Statistical Hybrid Hamiltonian Theory.
http://www.777true.net/img0010-General-Analysis-on-Room-Temperature-Nuclear-Fusion.pdf

：Math-Physics Foundation
Conservative science society would not evade accusing against them.

日本＆海外物理学界が隠蔽した物理学上の基礎事実リスト。
http://www.777true.net/phys-hidden.pdf

GOEDEL 不完全性定理の確率統計現象性と汎統計学定理
http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf
The traditional Quantum science has many defects unsolved.However it never need
revolutional change from the basic,but mere repairing in some concepts.Then full rational
theory could be established as Quantum Stochastic Mechanics and Quantum
Gravitational Dynamics.But the physical society will not allow those corrections.

Introduction to Quantum Science the frontline.
http://www.777true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pdf

Quick Guide to Quantum Stochastic Mechanics.
http://www.777true.net/img007-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics.pdf

Quick Guide to Quantum Gravitational Dynamics.
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf

Quantizable Gravity Field as Gauge one in Linear Coordinates
http://www.777true.net/GRAVITY_FIELD_as_GUAGE_one.pdf

Troublesome Illusion in Elementary Particle Physics.
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

量子論の構造(1)
http://www.777true.net/QFTstructure1.pdf
In 1993 Autumn in USA senate,they announced aborting construction of SSC(Super
conductive Super Collider).The aim of SSC was told to search Higgs particle which
causes gravity force.The cost was told about 12Billion$.

In Spring at that year,

author contributed thesis on Quantum Gravitational Field due to Einstein’s principle of
equivalence between gravity field and accelerated coordinate.In the later,it was found to
become basic to establish Quantum Gravitational Dynamics(QGD) which could reveal
matter evolution history(creating process of this universe).
But the physical society will not allow those corrections.

Information Loss Process in NS Equation＝Cause of The Chaos.
http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf
Surface dragging force in fluid dynamics driving forces is origin of information loss
increasing<chaos in fluid dynamics>,but not non-linearity of the equation.Imagine
dissipative smoke flow,which is caused by irreversible quantum mixing of gas molecular.

Appendix_1-2-3-4-5.
http://www.777true.net/Appemdix1-2-3-4-5.pdf

